
A
rt Nouveau is a “total” art style for decorative arts including 
graphic design, painting, architecture, jewelry, furniture, ceram-
ics, glass art, and metal work. This style was most popular from 
the year 1890 to 1910. After which came the styles of art deco 

and modernism. Art nouveau draws inspiration from geometry and natural 
form concepts such as stems and blossoms, as well as muted greens, blues, 
and browns. A determinant of art nouveau is that the piece is used for more 
than its aesthetic value; it serves as an advertisement or portrays a symbolic 
message. Pre-Raphaelite painters influenced this movement by rejecting the 
Industrial Revolutions mass-production which abandoned handcraftsman-
ship. However, mass production helped distribute art magazines to global 
audiences and graphic designers thrived. Designer William Morris (1834-
1896) had a goal to create a deeper connection between life and art. He de-
signed on of the earliest prototypes of art nouveau, The Red House (1859). 
Other early influential designers on the art nouveau movement include Wal-
ter Crane (1845-1915), James McNeil Whistler (1834-1903), and especially 
Aubrey Beardsley (1872-1898). He created the cover of the first issue of The 
Studio (1893) and was the leading graphic artist of the art nouveau style. 
William Morris created typefaces in the style of art nouveau that we can still 
recognize today. These typefaces are very decorative with little use as body 
text. He utilized filigree designs, extreme x-heights, angled crossbars, and many 
embellishments. A well-known example of this style typeface today is “Hobo”.
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1955- Today
The formal all upper case Didot masthead stayed 
after the year 1955. The high contrast between 

thick and thin in Didot as well as Bodoni defined 
the typography of high-fashion content

1947
An early version of the Didot typeface appeared 
on the cover. However, until 1955 Vogue still 

jumped around from script and illustrative type.

30s and 40s
Increased use of photography is shown even in 

the typeface of the masthead using jewels to cre-
ate the form. An illustrative and decorative use of 

typography is used here.

1933
The use of script and handwriting is still preva-

lent with designers having the ability to manipu-
late the masthead.

1932
Vogues first color photograph cover by Edward 

Steichen with a more simple and graphic typeface 
for the masthead.

20s and 30s
Hand drawn logos were the most prevelant 

during these decades.

1892
Starting with the first ever issue of Vogue, each 
cover featured a hand drawn masthead. This al-
lowed the illustrator to match the typeface per-

fectly with their own feature drawing.

Vogue Masthead Evolution


